THRILLING MOMENT
FOR OYSTER BAY

Jake, the Police Force, Just Like Beth Dobbins.

NEW HAVEN, OCTOBER 28. The

Police Department of Oyster Bay, Long Island, was out in force today, a

few miles away from the scene of the crime. The village was thrown into

chaos as police cars and motorcycles swarmed through the streets. The

police chief, known for his quick thinking, ordered a full-scale investigation

immediately. The suspect, a local resident, was apprehended after a

protracted pursuit. The community breathed a sigh of relief as the threat

was neutralized.

HUGHES AND LOEB TO AVENET SCHENK

Continued from Page One.

Curtis in Flight in Squally Breeze

Thomas Curtis, the noted aviator, took to the skies today despite

reports of squally weather. The flight was scheduled to demonstrate

the capabilities of the new aircraft. Curtiss flew without incident,

proving that his designs could withstand adverse weather conditions.

HOBBIES OF WASHINGTONIANS.

It is surprising and delightful to find that many of the prominent

men of our nation have hobbies that are quite unusual. President

Wilson, for example, enjoys gardening and collecting rare philately.

HOBBIES OF WASHINGTONIANS.

Mr. and Mrs. Smith, long-time residents of Washington, are

known for their love of stargazing. They have a large telescope

in their backyard and spend countless hours observing the night

skies. Their enthusiasm for astronomy is contagious, and they often

host star parties for their neighbors.

GROWING OLD.

Your eyes may fail and your limbs grow weak, and the blood

in your veins may cool; but deep down, your spirit stays

unshaken. The world that you once knew may be

fading, but your memory remains vivid. You will

continue to be a source of inspiration to those

around you. Your wisdom and experience

will be treasured. Keep your spirit alive,

and cherish every moment.

RATTLES IN GRAVES

Of Yonkers.

The Yonkers Times reports that the local

cemeteries are experiencing a surge of

rattles in the graves. It is believed that

these rattles are caused by the recent

earthquakes. The city is working

frantically to stabilize the graves and

protect the remains.

SUBMARINE ON LONG TRIP.

The new submarine, the U-999, set sail

yesterday on a secret mission. It is expected

to be away for several months. Its

mission is top-secret, and not much information

is available. The crew is prepared for

the long journey, and they are

expected to return safely.

BRENNIVIN PROTEST BAYAN

The village of Bayan, recently

inhabited by Indians, is protesting

against the construction of a

submarine base. The village

leaders are concerned about

the impact on their way of life.

They have petitioned the

government to find an alternative

location.

NEW YORK, OCTOBER 29.

The new submarine, the U-999, set sail

yesterday on a secret mission. It is expected

to be away for several months. Its

mission is top-secret, and not much information

is available. The crew is prepared for

the long journey, and they are

expected to return safely.

BRENNIVIN PROTEST BAYAN

The village of Bayan, recently

inhabited by Indians, is protesting

against the construction of a

submarine base. The village

leaders are concerned about

the impact on their way of life.

They have petitioned the

government to find an alternative

location.